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Annexure-ll 
(Guidelines for assessment and awarding marksto candidates) 
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Annexure -lll 

Selection letter for the position of ASHA 

To 

********°''° 

Dated: 

Subject: Selected as honorary volunteer for the position of ASHA under 

NUHM. 

You are hereby selected as honorary volunteer for the position of ASHA under 

slum / locality of ULB in the jurisdiction 
NUHM to work in 

UPHC to the community of about 2500 people under the following Terms 

& Conditions: 

You are neither a paid employee of the government nor a full time functionary. You 

have an important facilitatory role in securing effective and equitable quality health 

care 

Terms and conditions 

The position of ASHA is purely as honorary volunteer. 

ASHA is not a functionary of the health and family welfare department and 

therefore shall not be treated as a sub-ordinate employee of the department. 

The individual is not entitled to any claims, rights, interests or further benefits 

in terms of regularisation or consideration of further appointment to the said 

post or any other post. 

Jurisdiction of the work will be the habitation/locality for which selection is 

made. 

Only Performance based incentives for the services rendered will be paid. 

In addition, suitable compensation for conveyance for attending trainings,

monthly reviews, meetings etc will be paid as per the rules in force. 

In addition ASHA will be provided an ID card for easy identification. 



The District authority has the power to cancel the selection/terminate the engagement as ASHA at any time without assigning any reason. 


